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“In a way, A Humument can be understood as an emulation of the experience of encountering an 
art-object for the first time: the unattainable logic of what snags the mind, what catches one’s eye, is 
refreshed,” as said by Tom Phillips on Andrew David King’s work. These words have driven Angelo 
Bonomi to create his profound piece, Code Name HIV (2017). His piece calls forward the way in which 
pharmaceutical companies go about dealing with their consumers, and how if you read between the lines, 
one can figure out the “code” and determine the truth. The original piece that was chosen was a document 
from box 14 that was sent to Maria by a colleague, Ms. Ann Fraizere. Ms. Fraizere seemed to have sent 
the piece in order to show Maria what she has to deal with. These “code words’ were made by a “rabid 
right winger” group in order for them to talk about HIV. Mr. Bonomi was very interested because it 
continues to depict how stigmatized HIV and AIDS was at the time. The piece emulates the humor and 
satire of having to explain simple words. The simplicity of the original document piece drew Angelo to 
the piece.  The black in white depicted to how cut and dry the disease was at the beginning. Referring 
back to how HIV was a death sentence. Whilst creating the first drafts of his piece, Angelo tried to age the 
document at first with coffee to show that it was battered with age and singe the edges. After quite a few 
failed attempts, he realized that it makes more sense to have an intact document. The words that he chose 
are still things that we as consumers of pharmaceutical companies still deal with today.  

The main focus of his art piece and the main focus of the document was to discuss code words. 
Code words are an extremely important part of many cultures, and we still use many of them to this day. 
Such forms of code such as Morse code fire signals, or drum beats are some older forms of coded 
messages, but some more modern forms of coded languages are slang and even certain phrases we use in 
the English language. Angelo attempted to bring focus to the coded language that pharmaceutical 
companies typically try to hide in documents that they may make public. He believed this to be important 
because these companies, during the period where HIV was an epidemic and still to this day, try to take 
advantage of consumers, and in particular African consumers that are less fortunate.  

 In the piece, he chose to stick to two colors, HIV ribbon red and black. The borders of the piece 
are blacked out to bring more contrast to the words what white space in the middle. At the top, he painted 
some words and made them very obscure, just like how the companies would try to be obscure as well. If 
one were to look at the piece quickly one would probably not notice it. At the top it says “Profit 
Expansion: Code Name (HIV in Morse code)”, again tying back to a company’s main goal. Below this,  
he left the word code words white with a red border to draw attention. In the actual white space, he 
embroidered different streams of words to point out different points of importance that a harsh company 
would bring importance to.  

 For the first stream of words, he made the phrase “1. Agencies… Health Department… 
Pharmacies receive”. The second stream said. “2… prevent (this part diverges into two parts) a.) parental 
knowledge or consent, b.) attitude… focus … behavior. The next phrase states, “We promote (again 
diverges into two parts) a.) high risk… involvement, b.) premarital sex/promiscuity. Next states, “Do not 
set high standards for youth,” and finally, “learn how to… forget them!”  

 In closing, Angelo made an effort to make as many vindictive and evil phrases as he could. As he 
was making these phrases, he was brought back to Moele’s work, “The Book of the Dead.” The phrases 
he was forming reminded him of the evil vindictive nature of AIDs that was portrayed in the work. He 
sees his work as similar to the voice of AIDs but though the mouth of pharmaceutical company or any big 
business that benefits from others’ strife.  
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